iT is hard, even for an historian, to make very much of something that scarcely existed. In the public career of Sir George Etienne Cartier, there was plenty of political action, but very little political theory. Cartier was not the man to whom abstractions appealed. A person, he was wont to point out, might read twenty books on national policy, and remain a political blunderer. Hence, his own theorizings were highly realistic, and were usually in the character of rationalizations. He had a limited currency of strongly-held views which proceeded from the Canada East world he knew so well. Upon these, Cartier raised some guarded 
demfied because of his unholy alliance with George Brown, 5 and after his death was suspected of being tainted with Gallicanism. It is a queer epitaph for one who is commonly described as the head and front of political Catholicism.
• Fundamental was Carrier's reliance upon law, and upon the processes of law. This was, after all, understandable enough in a highly successful lawyer, but Cartier carried his admiration far beyond professional bounds. The law was a veritable framework of things, fixing as it did the place of the individual in society, and assuring him of the possession of certain rights. "Le Canada," he thought, "doit 6tre un pays, non de licence, mais de libertY, et toutes les libert•s doivent •tre proteg•es par la loi. "6 But the law was something more; it was the guarantor of collective, or community, rights. Here the long-tried politician of the fifties and sixties spoke, "... dans un pays compos• de races h6t•rog•nes, professant des croyances diffgrentes, il faut que tousles droits soient sauvegard•s .... " It would be easy to multiply the prooftexts. The most elaborate discussion of them may be found in the Confederation debates, whence it is clear that Cartier believed that the only possible basis for provincial union lay in a balance of powers defined by law. The law became, in fact, a sort of perpetual safeguard, an unalterable contract, in Carrier's eyes. Hence, his care .in sponsoring the Manitoba Act, 7 which he appears to have thought would fix permanently the racial and religious groupings in the new province. Yet, the law could cut both ways. Fundamental, also, was Cartier's respect for property. It was not the thing itself, but the cast of mind it produced, that he so valued. ".. •Tasse, Discours de Cartier, 494.
•aE. Whelan, The Union of the British Provinces (Charlottetown, 1865), 118.
•4Ibid., 9.
added, a trifle unnecessarily, "... je suis opposa au systame damocratique qui pr•vait aux Etats-Unis .... "
Nor had Cartier any doubt as to how this royal orchid was to be sheltered in the harsh American world. An appointed Legislative Council was the chosen instrument. Cartier had a congenital weakness for upper houses, since it was there that maturity (and property) should be enthroned. Thirty-five was the golden age, and oe1000 the golden mean' ".. In all these very work-a-day theorizings, the personal element bulked large. Cartier was too busy to look for first causes, or to elaborate general principles. Situations were resolved promptly in terms of self, or of personal experience. Pugnacity, resolution, and ruthless efficiency saved Cartier from the laborious processes whereby other men come to decisions? His stock of general ideas was small. History, he thought, was the best of teachers, and the utility of history was in its political lessons? For the rest, Cartier's ideas were drawn from a wide and not very critical currency. One's loyalty should be to one's people, but not to the degree of blinding one to the excellence of others: religion was the best guarantor of nationality, and so forth. Cartier had a good mind, but it was acute, rather than deep; constructive, rather than reflective.
This impression is borne out by an examination of the catalogue of Carrier's books. 2• More than one-half was the conventional library of the professional man of strong public inclinations. The remainder, described somewhat generally, as "histoire, litt•rature, philosophie etc.," was more arresting. The total number of books on political theory was surprisingly small. For the .thinkers of the 
